KARI Improved chicken taken from one of the ADS Mt.Kenya farmers
KARI improved chicken
Mr. Samuel Gaithuma, one of the poultry farmers under ASAL APRP adjusts drinker for his KARI IMPROVED CHICKEN.
ASAL APRP team led by Dr. Keya during a monitoring and evaluation session with Makuyu Poultry Farmers Group
Members of Makuyu poultry farmers group, pose for a photo with Dr. Keya, National Coordinator ASAL APRP and Kennedy, ADS Mt.Kenya CEO during a monitoring and evaluation visit to the group on 28th October 2016
A lead farmer explains to participants on KARI improved chicken during ADS Wangige farmers show held on 4th and 5th November 2016. More than 500 farmers attended the 2 day event.
Show participants at ADS Mt Kenya stand
Members of Muthigiriri women group after a group training on KARI improved indigenous chicken rearing
Hannah Njeri, a secondary farmer under the ASAL APRP PROJECT she has specialized in brooding 1 month old chicks which she sells to other farmers in Gikindu
Hannah buys day old chicks from lead farmers in the project and broods to 1 month
Chicks at a brooder in Hannah’s farm she broods 200 chicks at a time